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On phase factors and geometric phases in isotopes of H 3:
A line integral study
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In this work we apply the line-integral technique to study possible geometric phase effects in the
232 diabatic double many-body expansion~DMBE! potential energy surface of three hydrogenic
systems, namely, H3, DH2, and HD2. First, we show that the phase obtained by employing the
line-integral method is identical~up to a constant! to the ordinary diabatic angle of the orthogonal
transformation that diagonalizes the diabatic potential matrix. Next this angle is studied numerically
along the line formed by fixing the two hyperspherical coordinatesr and u and lettingw change
along the interval@0, 2p#. We find that in the H3 system, where this line always encircles the seam,
the corresponding line integral always produces the valuep for the geometric~Berry! phase. In the
cases of the two isotopic systems we usually find the same results, but we also verify that for
substantial regions in configuration space these lines do not encircle the seam and that, therefore, the
line integrals produce the value of zero for the geometric phase. Analyzing the results, we establish
that the Longuet-Higgins phase, which is usually assumed to be equal tow/2, is in general
significantly different from this value for all studied mass combinations. ©2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!00606-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Following the Born–Oppenheimer treatment1 it is be-
lieved that the adiabatic representation is the more suit
one for numerical and theoretical treatments of proces
characterized by electronic transitions. The adiabatic fra
work, however, has one major disadvantage namely the
that nonadiabatic coupling terms which are responsible
such transitions attain sometimes infinite values at some
gions of configuration space causing the numerical treatm
to be unstable.2,3 It is therefore now accepted that in order
avoid these infinities one should transform to the diaba
representation where the coupling terms are ordinary po
tial couplings and the instabilities are in this wa
eliminated.4,5 To reach the diabatic representation, one
two ways can be chosen: either produce the adiabatic po
tial energy surfaces~PESs! and the corresponding nonadi
batic coupling terms and then transform to the diaba
framework employing the adiabatic–diabatic transformat
~ADT! matrix ~which has first to be derived!6,7 or form the
diabatic potential matrix~DPM! directly.8–13 Choosing this
way one usually ascertains that once the DPM is obtain
diagonalizing it yields the correct adiabatic PESs which
the physical magnitudes of interest. In this process, wh
now gains more and more attention, the effect of electro
degenerate states is usually overlooked. It is well known n

a!Visiting Professor, Universidade de Coimbra.
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that degenerate states are responsible for geometric p
effects,14–20 and the question may arise whether the parti
lar DPM yields not only the correct adiabatic PESs but a
the relevant geometric phase effects. Although these eff
are determined by the behavior of the potentials in the vic
ity of the degeneracy,15–19 they are felt over large~and even
infinite! regions of configuration space.4,5 Therefore, numeri-
cal tools have to be developed to permit classifying th
effects efficiently and correctly in both, the adiabatic a
diabatic frameworks. In this work we discuss such a tool a
apply it to three hydrogenic systems, H3, DH2, and HD2.
The 232 diabatic double many-body expansion~DMBE!
PES8 is used to carry out the numerical part.

The present study is motivated by recent instruct
studies performed by Yarkony and co-workers.21–24 They
have shown, employing the line integral technique,3–7,25–28

how efficient this approach can be in detecting the electro
degeneracy but so far their studies have been concerned
a region close to the locus of the crossing seam~denoted
heretofore simply as seam!; for an alternative approach
which consists of monitoring the sign of the electronic wav
function along the closed loop, see Ref. 29. Our study
tends the scope to all configuration space.

This paper is arranged in the following way. In the ne
section is discussed the ADT angle formed by using the
integral approach and its relation to the ordinary diaba
transformation angle in the case of a two-dimensional H
bert space. The 232 DMBE PES employed in this study i
6 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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2747J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 6, 8 February 2000 Geometric phases in isotopes of H3
presented briefly in the third section. In the fourth the dia
tic transformation angle is calculated along closed paths
three hydrogenic systems, i.e., H3, DH2, and HD2. The re-
sults are analyzed and conclusions drawn in the fifth sect

II. THE ADIABATIC–DIABATIC-TRANSFORMATION
ANGLE

The ADT anglea(s)3–7,27is characteristic of a two-stat
system. In its most general form, it is defined as

a~s!5a~s0!1E
G
ds8•t~s8!, ~1!

wheres ands0 are two points in anN-dimensional configu-
ration space,G is a path within this space that combin
these two points,ds is a differential vector along that path
a(s0) is some initial value usually assumed to be zero,
dot stands for scalar product, andt(s) is a vector which
contains the components of the nonadiabatic coupling t
between the two states defined as

t~s!5^x1~s!u“x2~s!&. ~2!

Herex1(s) andx2(s) are the two adiabatic electronic wav
functions belonging to states 1 and 2, and“ is the gradient
operator which is expressed in terms of theN coordinates. It
is noticed that the ADT angle can be obtained once the a
batic electronic eigenfunctions are given, and therefore it
characteristic magnitude of the adiabatic representation.

A slightly different way of expressinga, which is more
appropriate for our present purposes, is

a~s!5a~s0!1E
G
ds8 ts~s8!, ~3!

wherets(s), thes-component oft along the path, is defined
as

ts~s!5 K x1~s!U ]

]s
x2~s!L . ~4!

Next we consider the diabatic framework. Like th
above described adiabatic one, the two-dimensional diab
framework is characterized by an angleg(s), associated with
the orthogonal transformation which diagonalizes the dia
tic potential matrix. Thus, ifW is the DPM andV is the
adiabatic one, the two are related by the orthogonal trans
mation matrixT, i.e.,

V5T†WT , ~5!

whereT† is the conjugate-transposed of theT matrix. For the
two-state case,T can be written in the form

T5S cosg~s! 2sing~s!

sing~s! cosg~s! D , ~6!

whereg(s) is given by

g~s!5
1

2
tan21

2W12

W112W22
. ~7!

Recallinga(s), it is expected that the two angles are relat
The connection is formed by the Hellmann–Feynm
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theorem11,30 which yields the relation between thes compo-
nent of t(s), namelyts(s), and the characteristic diabati
magnitudes

ts~s!52
sin@2g~s!#

2W12
T1

† ]W

]s
T2 , ~8!

whereT i , i 51,2 are two columns of theT matrix. Indeed, it
has been shown31 ~for an extended discussion on this topi
see also Ref. 27! by employing the Hellmann–Feynman
theorem thatts(s) and the angleg(s) which diagonalizes the
diabatic potential matrix fulfill the following equation:

ts~s!5
]g~s!

]s
~9!

and, therefore, by employing Eq.~3!, one gets

Da~s!5Dg~s!. ~10!

Then, if we assume thata(s0)50, one has

a~s!5g~s!2g~s0!. ~11!

This relation will be used in the present work to study ge
metric phase effects within the diabatic framework for the3
system and its two isotopic analogs. It is important to e
phasize that Eq.~9! holds for any angleg(s) that diagonal-
izes a diabatic potential matrix because the component
the nonadiabatic coupling vectort(s), as calculated from the
Hellmann–Feynman theorem, always fulfil the requirem
“3t(s)50.

III. THE POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE

The systems considered in this study for illustrative p
poses concerns the two lowest doublet states of H3. To treat
them we employ the lowest reported adiabatic PESs32 which
have been obtained using the double many-body expan
~DMBE!33,34 method. The lower of the two has been exte
sively applied in numerous dynamics calculations and fou
to yield reliable results~e.g., Refs. 35 and 36, and referenc
therein!. Moreover, it has recently been employed for thre
dimensional (J50) wave packet calculations within the d
abatic framework,8 for which it was necessary to employ th
full DPM. This 232 matrix is defined by37

W115(
i 51

3

Qi81XEHF
~3! 1

1

2
~2J 182J 282J 38!1Vdc, ~12!

W225(
i 51

3

Q181XEHF
~3! 2

1

2
~2J 182J 282J 38!1Vdc, ~13!

W125W215
)

2
~J 282J 38!, ~14!

where theQ’s and J ’s are the well known Coulomb and
exchange integrals which can be obtained semiempiric
from the diatomic singlet and triplet eigenstates.XEHF

(3) a
three-body extended Hartree–Fock type energy, andVdc the
total dynamical correlation energy. Note that the prime in
Q’s andJ ’s expresses the fact that such quantities are
culated from the extended Hartree–Fock diatomic cur
alone.
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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In what follows we shall be interested in the location
the seam defined by the conditionsr AB5r BC5r AC

15–19

where r AB , r BC , and r AC are the interatomic distance
Since we intend to study the geometric properties produ
by this seam we follow a suggestion by Kuppermann a
co-workers38,39 and employ the hyperspherical coordinat
~r,u,w! which are most suitable for this purpose.40–45Conse-
quently, following previous authors,41,45we express the thre
above-mentioned distances in terms of these coordinates

r AB
2 5

1

2
dC

2 r2F11sin
u

2
cos~w1xAC!G , ~15!

r BC
2 5

1

2
dA

2r2F11sin
u

2
cos~w!G , ~16!

r AC
2 5

1

2
dB

2r2F11sin
u

2
cos~w2xAB!G , ~17!

where

dX
25

mX

m S 12
mX

M D , xXY52 tan21S mZ

m D ,

~18!

m5AmAmBmC

M
, M5mA1mB1mC .

Here X, Y, andZ stand forA, B, andC. Equating the three
interatomic distances with each other we find that the sea
a straight line, for whichr is arbitrary butw andu have fixed
valuesws andus determined by the masses only, namely

ws5tan21H cosxAC2t cosxAB2S dA

dC
D 2

1tS dA

dB
D 2

sinxAC1t sinxAB

J ,

~19!

us52 sin21H S dA

dB
D 2

21

cos~ws2xAB!2S dA

dB
D 2

cosws

J , ~20!

wheret is given in the form

t5F S dA

dC
D 2

21GF S dA

dB
D 2

21G21

. ~21!

Equations~19! to ~21! are valid when all three masses a
different. In case two masses are equal, namelymB5mC , we
get for us the simplified expression

us52 sin21U mB2mA

mB12mA
U ~22!

and for ws the valuep when mA.mB , and the value zero
when mA,mB . In case all three masses are equal~then t
51!, one hasus50, andws50 ~or p!.

In what follows we discuss the H2 system and the two
isotopic systems DH2 and HD2.

IV. RESULTS

The aim of this study is to use the above described
32 DPM W to calculate the ADT anglea, given in Eq.~3!,
Downloaded 15 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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as a function of the hyperspherical coordinatesw for fixed
values ofu and r. In Sec. II we have shown thata~w! and
g~w!, the diabatic transformation angle, are equal up to
constantg05g(w50) @see Eq.~11!#. Therefore, in the nu-
merical treatment, we shall calculateg~w! employing Eq.~7!,
and then calculatea(w)5g(w)2g(w50). In what follows
a is labeled asa(wuur).

A. The H3 system

The H3 system is characterized by its seam being defin
for the valueus50, which therefore makes it independent
w ~or ws!. This feature guarantees that each path formed bw
varying from 0 to 2p, for fixed values ofu andr, encircles
the seam. In Fig. 1 are presenteda(wuur) functions as cal-
culated for different values ofu andr. Specifically, Fig. 1~a!
shows results forr56a0 and four values ofu, namely u
50.01, 0.1, 1, and 3 rad, and Fig. 1~b! for u51 rad and four
values ofr, namelyr51, 3, 6, and 12a0 . It is clear that in

FIG. 1. ~a! Plot for H3 of the ADT anglea~w! vs hyperanglew, fixed r
56a0 ;— — —, u50.01 rad; —, u50.1 rad; –––, u51 rad; ---, u
53 rad. ~b! Plot for H3 of the ADT anglea~w! vs hyperanglew, fixed u
51 rad; —,r51a0 ; — — —, r53a0 ; –––,r56a0 ; ---, r512a0 .
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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all eight casesa(w52puur)5p which according to our
theory implies that the 232 DMBE diabatic potential cor-
rectly describes the symmetry properties of th
system.15–19,29It is also seen that as long as the circle arou
the seam has a small radiusd(5r sinu), namely when either
u or r are small enough the dependence ofa on w is like that
expected in the case of a conical intersection~i.e., a5w/2!.
However, once this radius increases, the dependence ofa on
w changes gradually to become an equally spaced increa
steplike function, halved by the straight linea5w/2. It is
noticed that the larger the radiusd the larger are the sizes o
the these steps and the more they become abrupt. The
steps that are encountered in each case can be rationa
from the adiabatic PES which is known to have a threef
symmetry with respect tow once the two other coordinate
are held fixed.

In Fig. 2 are presented the adiabatic PESs as a func
of w for fixed values ofu and r, namely u52 rad andr
56a0 . Specifically, Fig. 2~a! shows the adiabatic surface
and Fig. 2~b! the three terms of the DPM. The notable fe
tures are the expected threefold permutational symmetry,
~although not shown for brevity! the fact that peaks arise fo

FIG. 2. Adiabatic potential energies for H3, fixedr56a0 andu52 rad: —,
V2 ; – – –, V1 . ~b! Components of diabatic potential energy for H3, fixed
r56a0 andu52 rad: —,W11 ; – – –,W22 ; •••, W12 .
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large r values due to the Coulomb repulsions which occ
when the interatomic distances of the diatomic molecule
the triatomic system becomes small.

B. The DH2 and the HD 2 systems

The equations for the~straight line! seams are as fol
lows: ~us50.4023 rad, ws5p! for DH2 and ~us

50.5048 rad,ws50! for HD2. Although the tangents of the
two lines differ slightly, all other results of interest are sim
lar. The fact thatus is no longer zero implies that not all th
circles with constantu and r encircle the seam; in fact th
loops withu,us will not encircle the seam.

In Fig. 3 are presenteda(wuur) curves for DH2, all
calculated forr56a0 . In Fig. 3~a! are shown two curves fo
the case where the line integral does not encircle the se
namely, foru50.2 and 0.4 rad, and in Fig. 3~b! for the case
where the line integral encircles the seam, namely fou
50.405 and 2 rad. It is seen that the curves in Fig. 3~a! reach
the value zero, and those in Fig. 3~b! the valuep. In particu-
lar, two curves, those in Fig. 3~a! for u50.400 rad and in
Fig. 3~b! for u50.405 rad, were calculated along loops ve
close to the crossing seam and indeed their shapes

FIG. 3. ~a! Plot for DH2 of the ADT anglea~w! vs hyperanglew, fixed r
56a0 : —, u50.2 rad; •••, u50.4 rad. ~b! As in plot ~a!, except foru
52 rad ~—!, andu50.405 rad~•••!.
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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similar—they both yield an abrupt step—but one cur
reaches the value of zero and the other the valuep. Both
types of results justify the use of the line integral to unco
the locus of the seam.

Similar results but for HD2 are shown in Fig. 4, again
calculated forr56a0 . In Fig. 4~a! are presented the resul
when u,us(50.5048 rad), namely withu50.2 and 0.45
rad, and in Fig. 4~b! for u.us , namely withu50.55 and 2
rad. Although the curves are somewhat flatter, they all
have similarly to the corresponding curves in Fig. 3 a
therefore the same analysis~and conclusion! applies here,
too.

The results for the isotopic system never exhibit the ty
cal conical result, namelya5w/2 that was encountered i
the H3 case for paths which encircle the seam very close
The main reason for this is that the plane formed by fixingr
andu, is perpendicular to the seam in case of the H3 system
but not for its isotopomers.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work we applied the line integral3–7,25–27 tech-
nique to study features of diabatic PESs originated by

FIG. 4. ~a! Plot for HD2 of the ADT anglea~w! vs hyperanglew, fixed r
56a0 : —, u50.2 rad; •••, u50.45 rad. ~b! As in plot ~a!, except foru
52 rad ~—!, u50.55 rad~•••!.
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degeneracy of the adiabatic PESs. By applying
Hellmann–Feynman theorem we made a connection betw
the ADT anglea and the diabatic transformation angleg,
which is obtained following the diagonalization of the diab
tic matrix. The two were proved to be identical up to a
additive constant. The geometric phase features of H3 and
the two isotopic DH2 and HD2 systems were studied by ap
plying this angle. The line along which theg angle was
calculated was defined in terms of the hyperspherical co
dinates~r, u, w! and was formed by holdingr and u fixed
and varyingw along the range@0, 2p#. Whereas in the case
of H3 we got fora nice symmetrical shapes~for different r
andu values!, in the case of the two other systems we ha
obtained somewhat less symmetrical curves. In addition,
important to mention that the assumptiona(wuur)5w/2 was
hardly fulfilled in all three systems, i.e., not in the H3 system
nor in its two isotopic variants.

Having the two adiabatic surfaces anda(wuur) @or
g(wuur)#, we were able to calculate the corresponding DP
W. This we did twice: once using the actualg @which yields
the original diabatic matrixW(g)# and once forg5w/2
1g(w50) which yields the ‘‘conical’’ diabatic matrix
Wc(w/2). Having the two DPMs we calculatedDW
5W(g)2Wc(w/2). Although not shown for brevity, the
three elements of theDW matrix have in most cases bee
found to be rather large, which implies that significant erro
may arise if the ‘‘conical’’ diabatic matrixWc(w/2) is em-
ployed for studying polyatomic reactive~exchange! pro-
cesses. The results presented so far indicate that som
sumptions made in previous reactive scattering calculati
may not be as accurate as one would wish. Indeed, in
calculations of this type it has been assumed~based on the
Jahn–Teller model! that a(s)@org(s)#5h/2 whereh is an
angle which encircles the conical intersection.38,39,42,46–48We
have shown here that this assumption is in general not
filled for the H1H2 reaction and its isotopic analogs, exce
in the case of the homonuclear H1H2 reaction and very
close to the seam. Of course, we by no means imply
those calculations are wrong or inaccurate but just tha
would be appropriate to repeat them with the form of t
a(s)@org(s)# suggested in the current work. Moreover,
the early pioneering calculations38,39,42,45h was assumed to
be equal to the hyperspherical anglew. We have shown here
that such an assumption is appropriate for H1H2 but not
always for its isotopic analogs. Again, we do not mean
criticize such calculations ~since, indeed, most o
them38,39,42,45refer to the homonuclear hydrogen trimer! but
just to point out that it would be interesting to carry o
further calculations on systems such as D1H2

49 using the
method proposed in the present work.

In a recent paper Yarkony46 suggested to trace location
of degenerate states by encircling the locus of the seam
an angle that can be derived by ‘‘diagonalizing virtually a
symmetric~real-valued Hermitian! electronic property opera
tor.’’ As an example, Yarkony considered a dipole mome
operator suggested for similar purposes several years ag
Werner and Meyer.50 Yarkony showed46 that, for the system
CH2, he could expose the locus of the seam. The main li
tation of his procedure is that it must be carried out relativ
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2751J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 6, 8 February 2000 Geometric phases in isotopes of H3
close to the locus of the~conical! intersection. In other
words, while searching for the locus of the intersection, o
small parts of configuration space can be inspected whe
in realistic cases such inspections have to be made on l
portions of configuration space. Such successful large-s
inspections are guaranteed by the line integral approach
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